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Matching without learning

Pier-Olivier Caron

Abstract
Matching behavior is a phenomenon describing response rate ratios of an organism as a function of their associated reinforcer rate ratios. The generalized matching law (GML), its quantitative formulation, has been frequently found to explain
over 80% of the variance in concurrent reinforcement schedules. However, a previous paper found by means of Monte
Carlo simulations that matching behavior could be due to environmental constraints on behavior rather than a mere
decision-making process. The purpose of the current study is to systemically investigate the influence of constraints
induced by concurrent schedules of reinforcement. A Monte Carlo simulation was carried out. Results showed that the
GML reached much better explained variances with real (and artificial) organisms than the current simulated results.
Thus, a learning process seems partly necessary to generate matching behavior. According to the current findings, concurrent reinforcement schedules clearly induced a quantitative dependency between behavior rates and reinforcer rates.
The simulation demonstrates that matching behavior is not only a consequence of a behavioral (decision-making) process, but of environmental conditions also.
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1 Introduction
In a concurrent reinforcement schedule (much like a
two-armed bandit), much attention has been given to
the molar relation concerning an organism’s responses
as a function of reinforcers, e.g., the matching law
(Baum, 1974). The most common version of the law in
experimental behavior analysis is the generalized
matching law (GML) (Baum, 1974), which states that
from a session-by-session standpoint (or a molar perspective) the responses ratio of an organism should
conform to the reinforcer ratios. This relationship is
represented by the following equation:
logðB1 =B2 Þ = a logðR1 =R2 Þ + log c

ð1Þ

where B1 and B2 correspond to response rates, R1 and
R2 correspond to reinforcer rates, parameter a designates sensitivity, and the parameter c designates the
bias. After a short learning period with a given reinforcer ratio, the organism reaches the steady state predicted by Equation 1, and if the reinforcers ratio
changes, the organism’s behaviors will adjust accordingly. This phenomenon is sometimes called matching
behavior. Even though the matching equation has been
extensively studied and found to hold in several experimental and natural studies (Davison & McCarthy,
1988; McDowell, 2013a; Wearden & Burgess, 1982),

the underlying processes by which organisms reach the
steady state has yet to be understood.
Several computational models have been developed
over the years to account for the molecular performance (a response-by-response perspective) of organisms in concurrent reinforcement schedules, i.e.,
matching behavior. These include a genetic algorithm
of selection by consequences (McDowell, 2013b), a
Bayesian decision-making algorithm (Saito, Katahira,
Okanoya & Okada, 2014), and many neural network
algorithms (Dawson, Dupuis, Spetch & Kelly, 2009;
Iigaya & Fusi, 2013; Loewenstein, 2008). Though the
computation involved in each of these models is quite
different, each is based on the same qualitative mechanism: a quantitative learning process contingent on the
distribution of reinforcers (or reinforcement learning;
Sutton & Barto, 1998). For convenience, the action
selection in concurrent schedules is generally stochastic
rather than deterministic (McDowell, 2004; Shimp,
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1992). At every time step t, the algorithm updates the
probability of Bi (i=1, 2) according to whether a reinforcer has been delivered (which increases the probability) or not (decreases the probability). Thus, all models
of matching behavior are related to melioration theory,
the first theoretical model to account for the matching
law. Melioration theory (Herrnstein, 1997) states that
the agent compares the rates of return from possible
alternatives and shifts toward the one yielding the highest return. From a computational standpoint, it is the
same as stipulating that an action selection is based on
reinforcer rate ratios (i.e., the matching law), but
according to a molecular perspective. It is not surprising that, despite the algorithmic differences between
models, they all reach the same computational goal: to
mimic matching behavior and respect the GML’s predictions. The phenomenon of interest is built within the
algorithm. Sakai and Fukai (2008) even showed that
partial maximization, if it includes past choices and
other available information of reward, will lead to
matching behavior regardless of the mathematical algorithm. Thus, theoretical models with similar computational outcomes cannot be distinguished empirically.
Past models have aimed to explain matching behavior as a behavioral process within the organism
through action selection and learning (e.g., McDowell,
2013b), or estimation of expected incomes (e.g.,
Gallistel, 2005; Saito, et al., 2014). However, none has
tried to account for matching behavior through the use
of environmental processes. An unconventional way to
look at matching behavior is by the means of environmental constraints1 (properties restraining choices)
rather than mere behavioral processes (e.g., decisionmaking algorithms or reinforcement learning). These
constraints are rooted in a feedback system made up of
interactions between an organism’s behavior and its
environment (Baum, 1973). Feedback functions
describe how the consequences of behavior feeds back
its effect to the organism, and inversely how an organism, through its behavior, produces consequences. In
other terms, it conceptualizes the quantitative
behavior–environment interaction.
Inherent to reinforcement schedules, feedback systems impose constraints on behaviors and reinforcers.
For instance, an organism’s responses and their associated reinforcers are systematically constrained by their
quantitative interdependency: the number of reinforcers cannot be higher than the number of responses
(McDowell & Ansari, 2005). Equation 2 illustrates this
mathematical relationship;
Rij <Bij

ð2Þ

where variables indicate the number of obtained reinforcers (R) or behaviors (B) from option i at the session
j (j=1, 2, 3, ., n). Equation 2 comes from the basic
definition of a contingency of reinforcement (Skinner,

1938); a response must be emitted in order to be reinforced. In fact, few instances of behavior are reinforced
through concurrent reinforcement schedules (McDowell
& Ansari, 2005). If no behavior is emitted before the
reinforcer occurs, then either (a) another response has
been reinforced or (b) it is not a reinforcer.
A probability density function offers a simple way to
see the influence of this constraint. The upper panels of
Figure 1 show the empirical (j=100,000) probability
density function of behaviors (left) and reinforcers
(right) sampled from a uniform distribution, but where
Rij is constrained by the upper bound Bij. The influence
of Equation 2 can be seen in the upper right panel: the
distribution is exponential rather than uniform. The two
panels in the middle row show the logarithm of the ratio
of these distributions, which appears to be Gaussian.
Finally, the bottom panel presents both distributions as
analyzed with the GML (the x-axis shows the reinforcer
rate ratio and y-axis shows the response rate ratio). A
linear trend is visible to the naked eye as well as statistically (r2=.50, a=.50 and log c=.00). Matching behavior would have occurred in a biological agent.
Equation 2 is not the only constraint imposed by a
concurrent reinforcement schedule. Another relevant
constraint is the theoretical maximum number of possible responses (Bt) or reinforcers (Rt) such as:
B1 + B2 = Bt

ð3Þ

R1 + R2 = Rt

ð4Þ

or

which are computationally similar. Equations 3 and 4
have been discussed in matching theory (Herrnstein,
1997; Rachlin, Battalio, Kagel & Green, 1981). Their
theoretical implications for living agents go beyond the
scope of this paper. It suffices to say that all experimental and natural studies (within the experimental analysis
of behavior) with organisms end when a given time has
elapsed (e.g., 1 h) or a given amount of reinforcers have
been distributed (e.g., 60), whichever comes first. It is
impossible to observe a living organism (and artificial
ones either) emitting an infinite number of responses.
The same analysis as depicted in Figure 1 was carried
out using Equation 3 and 4. The visual representations
of results are quite similar. However, an ordinary least
squares regression revealed a stronger relationship
between the reinforcer rate ratio and response rate ratio
(r2=.62, a=.62 and log c=.00).
These preliminary results demonstrate that, regardless of the effect of the reinforcer, fitting the GML to
behavioral data should produce spurious correlations
(i.e., systematically positive non-null correlations
regardless of sampling errors). The complexity of
matching behavior can be conceptualized largely as a
reflection of the complexity of the environment and,
more specifically, of how behaviors and reinforcers are
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Figure 1. The upper panels show the empirical (j=100,000) probability density function of behaviors (left) and reinforcers (right).
Behaviors were sampled from a uniform distribution, [0, 1]. Data from the upper right panel was sampled according to Equation 2,
i.e., where Bij was the upper bound of Rij, [0, Bij]. The middle panels show the logarithm of the ratio of two samples (same as upper
panels) responses (left) and reinforcer (right). The bottom panel shows data as fitted according to the generalized matching law
(GML) (x-axis as the reinforcer rate ratio and y-axis as the response rate ratio). A linear trend is observed (r2=.50, a=.50 and
log c = .00; see Equation 1 for parameters).

observed. Thus, matching is not necessarily achieved
by any formal decision-making algorithm, but could be
induced by concurrent reinforcement schedules (Caron,
2014). The equilibrium stated by Equation 1 can be
seen as not the mere product of a learning process, but
by the mathematical properties that relate behaviors to
reinforcers.
Despite the constraints induced by concurrent schedules of reinforcement having a substantial effect, no
investigation of their influence has been carried out. To
address this issue, the current study simulates the constraints of Equation 2, which stipulates that the amount
of reinforcers cannot be higher than the number of
responses, and Equation 3, which constrains the theoretical number of possible responses by session. The
objective is to assess their influences on the GML. It
offers a new perspective of the GML as a product of
the environment (as will be modeled in the remaining of
the study) rather than a behavioral process. In order to
mimic the real-life observation procedure of matching
behavior, both equations will be tested with a MonteCarlo simulation method.

2 Numerical simulation 1
In order to investigate the influence of the first constraint on matching behavior, a Monte Carlo simulation was carried out. The simulation will serve to
replicate that of Caron (2014), which found that the

GML could account for 47% of the variance when
Equation 2 was implemented.2 Though simulations by
Caron (2014) were limited to 16 conditions, the current
simulation will include 50 conditions with a larger
range of parameters. Therefore, the purpose of the first
simulation is twofold: (1) to replicate Caron’s results,
and (2) to test additional conditions (sample size and
maximum bound of responses, see below for details).
A Monte Carlo approach was used to assess the
effect of implementing Equation 2, i.e., the amount of
reinforcers is always equal to less than the number of
responses. The simulation was carried out in Matlab
(2012a) and was as follows:
(1) Generate two samples of observed behavior (Bi)
with length n from a discrete uniform distribution
(1, Bt);
(2) Generate two samples of observed reinforcers from
a discrete uniform distribution (1, Bij) such as every
Rij<Bij;
(3) Fit Equation 1 to the data set using ordinary least
squares correlations and record a, log c and the r2;
(4) Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 a total of 10,000 times.
Number of sessions (j=1, 2, 3, ., n), or how many
times an organism is observed (i.e., the sample size),3
and Bt (maximum bound of the number of responses)
was varied from 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, and 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100, respectively.
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Matching behaviors were partially explained without
the implementation of any behavioral process nor any
effect of reinforcers on behavior. In other words, learning was not necessary to obtain relatively high average
explained variance for the GML. The occurrence of
responses and reinforcers were independent and highly
correlated.
This first part of the study investigates the first environmental constraint; that the amount of reinforcers
cannot be higher than the number of responses. The
next simulation assesses the influence of Equation 3 on
the GML, i.e., the theoretical number of possible
responses by sessions (Bt). As pointed earlier, an organism cannot emit an infinite number of responses in a
finite condition. Thus, in a given session, the response
rate is bounded.

3 Numerical simulation 2

Figure 2. Results from simulation 1. Top panel depicts the
average explained variances of the generalized matching law
(GML) according to the number of sessions (n) (abscissa) and
the upper bound of the uniform distribution (Bt) (line style). The
expected explained variance reaches an asymptote
approximately at n=30, that finally reaches .47 at n=80. There
were substantial influences of Bt, especially on the (n=10)
conditions which seems more sensitive to sample variations.
Bottom panel presents the average slopes according to the same
conditions (abscissa and line style). Average slope decelerated
pattern is relatively orderly.

2.1 Results
The current Monte Carlo simulations revealed that the
GML explained on average 47% of the variance when
Equation 2 was implemented, supporting preliminary
work by Caron (2014). Top panel of Figure 2 shows
that when n=10, the expected explained variance is
.41, an asymptote is reached at approximately at n=30
or 50, the variance finally reaching .47 at n=80. There
were substantial influences of Bt on the explained variance, especially for the (n=10) conditions, which
showed higher average explained variances than others
Bt values. The bottom panel of Figure 2 depicts the
influence of Bt and n on the slope (a) of the GML.
Average slope patterns are relatively orderly (at the
third decimal). The results show that expected sensitivity slightly decreases as the number of sessions increase.
An asymptote is reached at 80 sessions. No average differences were found for Bt values, with the exception of
sampling errors being higher with lower sample sizes
(an intuitive and expected finding). Finally, Equation 2
had no substantial effect on log c, which remained, on
average, .00 (Caron, 2014).

The second Monte Carlo simulation was based on the
first. The purpose of the simulation was to assess the
effect of implementing Equation 3, i.e., a maximum
number of possible responses and reinforcers in a single
session, on the parameters of the GML. The
simulation was carried out in Matlab (2012a) and was
as follows:
(1) Generate two samples of observed behavior (Bi)
with length n from a discrete uniform distribution
(1, Bt);
(2) Generate another sample such as Bt2B1j=B2j;
(3) Generate two samples of observed reinforcers from
discrete uniform distribution (1, Bij), such as
Rij<Bij;
(4) Fit Equation 1 to the data set and record a, log c
and the r2;
(5) (5)Repeat steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 a total of 10,000
times.
Like simulation 1, the number of sessions (n) and the
maximum bound of the number of responses (Bt) varied from 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, and 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90, and 100, respectively.

3.1 Results
The first simulation revealed an average expected
explained variance of .47. Adding the second constraint
within the Monte Carlo method in numerical simulation 2 increased the average to .63. In other words, with
no behavioral process implemented, the GML
explained on average 63% of the variance. There were
substantial influences of Bt on the explained variances,
but notably the difference is only perceptible at the
third decimal. As can be seen in the bottom panel of
Figure 3, average slopes were more uniformly ordered;
no difference between the Bt values are observable. The
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Figure 3. Results from simulation 2. Top panel depicts the
average explained variances of the generalized matching law
(GML) according to the number of sessions (n) (abscissa) and
the upper bound of the uniform distribution (Bt) (line style). The
expected explained variance reaches an asymptote
approximately at n=40, that finally reaches .61 at n=80. There
were less influences of Bt (compared with Figure 2). Bottom
panel presents the average slopes according to the same
conditions (abscissa and line style). Average slope decelerated
pattern was near perfectly orderly.

average slope in the second simulation is .76 compared
with .57 in the first simulation, which is not surprising
given the increase in explained variance. Like the
numerical simulation 1, average log c was still .00 for
all conditions (varying at the third decimal).
In sum, adding an environmental constraint on the
generation of behavior and reinforcers increased the
explained variance and the sensitivity (slope) in simulation 2. As in simulation 1, the GML accounted for most
of the variance without any programmed learning process. In fact, it is surprising that two simple constraints
(Equations 2 and 3) had such an influence on the parameters of the GML.

4 General discussion
The purpose of the current study was to assess the influence of environmental constraints on matching behavior. According to the current findings, concurrent
reinforcement schedules clearly induced a quantitative
dependency between behaviors and reinforcers. These

simulations show that, as simple as constraints appear,
they have a substantial impact on the GML’s parameters. The Monte Carlo simulations revealed that the
GML explained on average 47% of the variance when
Equation 2 was implemented, and increased to 63%
when Equation 3 was added. Environmental constraints
likely have an influence within feedback systems: an
effect substantial enough to generate 63% of explained
variance by the GML. Matching behavior can thus be
conceptualized not only as the result of a behavioral
(decision-making) process, but as the product of environmental conditions.
This paper sought to investigate whether computational learning models are necessary to produce matching behavior. The answer is partly yes. Compared with
the results of the current computation of environmental
constraints, the GML reaches much better explained
variances with real (and artificial) organisms especially
in experimental studies. In most experiments with animal and human subjects, the GML accounts for a large
proportion of variance (higher than .80) and the parameter a varies around .80 (Baum, 1979; Davison &
McCarthy, 1988; McDowell, 2013a). In the second
numerical simulation, in which the number of
responses was constrained, the GML accounted for .63
of the variance and the parameter a varied around .76
on average. The average slope, the parameter a, was
approximately the same as for biological agents (.76),
whereas the average explained variance was lower (.63).
The gap between simulations and experimental studies
point out that, at least, a decision-making process
would be necessary to explain all the variance
accounted by the GML. In real-life settings, the variance cannot be distinguished between environmental
constraints and behavioral processes. Both of these
could account for matching behavior. At the very least,
these simulations show that environmental constraints
can spuriously increase the explained variance
accounted by the GML. Their influence in real-life settings has yet to be experimentally tested, regardless of
the behavioral process taking place.
The current results do not enlighten the current
model of living-agents matching behavior. However,
simulations point out some of the limitations in the
actual view of matching behavior. First, they show that
matching behavior is not merely an emergent property
of behavioral processes, but can be an artefact shaped
by environmental constraints. At best, they suggest a
new computational perspective of matching behavior:
modeling the environment rather than the organism.
This leads to a Skinnerian account of the matching phenomenon: the content of the black box will not be the
main point of interest, but rather the environment that
acts upon it. The standpoint advocated by Davison and
McCarthy (1988) and Herrnstein (1997) that any behavioral model of choice should first account for
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matching behavior (such as melioration theory and
other related models) is weakened. Results challenge
matching behavior per se and strengthen an interpretation of matching behavior as a product of a feedback
system. This new direction can and should be
investigated.
Finally, the current findings can be particularly useful for data gathered for real-life descriptive analyses of
organisms (i.e., observing organisms’ behaviors with
only natural variations and without any experimental
control), in which the likelihood of the operant function of reinforcers (and consequently matching behaviors) is unknown (Caron, 2014). In natural settings, it
is impossible to conclude without doubt whether, for
example, a child’s behavior is at a steady state, whether
its behavior are reinforced by the contingencies and
what behavioral processes are taking place (Bijou,
Peterson & Holt, 1968). The current findings, that the
expected average variance explained by the GML is .63
with a slope of .76 on average, could be used as a lower
bound or a null hypothesis to assess whether the GML
accounts for the data better than a pure random process. For instance, Rivard, Forget, Kerr and Bégin
(2014) analyzed the matching behavior of 14 children
with autism spectrum disorder in order to assess their
sensitivity to attention from their therapist. They used
a rule of thumb to evaluate whether children’s behaviors were sensitive. If the GML explained more than
.50 of the variance of children’s behaviors (Reed,
2009), they were concluded to be sensitive. In this
example, using the current simulation results would
lead to the use of an empirically orientated test rather
than a rule of thumb. Though their conclusions in this
instance would remain relatively unaffected, their
results would be more accurate and precise, and the
confidence in them would increase.
In summary, computational learning models appear
in part necessary to produce matching behavior. Based
on these findings, there is evidence that other environmental constraints could increase the average explained
variance accounted for by the GML. The current simulations investigated two possible environmental constraints, though others can be conceptualized. Future
simulations could explore if constraints restraining
choice lead to more robust outcomes or higher
explained variances. A more comprehensive and
exhaustive description of environmental constraints is
needed to account for matching behaviors, whether it
concerns concurrent schedules of reinforcement or a
two-armed bandit. Still, it opens more avenues toward
an environmentalism-orientated behaviorism rather
than a cryptocognivism.
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Notes
1. Herein, the word ‘‘constraint’’ designates ‘‘restriction of
variability’’. It may be understood as ‘‘systematic bias’’,
‘‘limitation’’, or ‘‘boundary’’.
2. Notice that the study was published in French.
3. Remember that the GML is a within-subject model
(Caron, 2013) and that the sample size is the number of
sessions by subject.
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